
 

PRESS RELEASE 

ALLRAIL reaffirms its support to Railcoop after 

postponement of its first passenger services 
BRUSSELS, 8th June 2022: the independent co-operative rail operator and ALLRAIL 
member Railcoop has announced that it is postponing the launch of its first 
commercially driven passenger rail services between Bordeaux & Lyon, planned for 
December 20221.  
Railcoop’s case demonstrates once more the existence of a major challenge to 
mobilise both financial and industrial actors to support the development of 
innovative rail services within the framework of market opening in Europe. The 
biggest losers of this postponement are citizens, local authorities, the economy of 
the affected French regions, and ultimately the environment. 
The mobilisation of financial actors in supporting independent operators remains 
a major challenge for their market entry. Indeed, many financial actors show a low 
commercial risk appetite - especially for commercially driven services - and an 
insufficient knowledge of the rail transport sector. 
In addition, it is crucial to develop industrial capacities to manufacture a vibrant 
choice of new rolling stock (or refurbish the existing ones), in order to make new 
commercially viable passenger rail services possible. 
To solve these challenges, new temporary mechanisms should be designed along 
with public authorities. ALLRAIL is fully available to contribute to this discussion. 
ALLRAIL Secretary General Nick Brooks says: "Unfortunately, Railcoop's case is not 
the only one in Europe. Despite the enactment of market opening in passenger rail 
in community law, multiple barriers to the market entry of independent operators 
remain across the continent. This does not contribute towards the much-needed 
modal shift to rail. Therefore, we call on public actors from the EU and member 
states, on railway stakeholders and on other financial actors to increase their 
efforts in order to make rail market opening a full-fledged reality". 
To date, Railcoop has sent the first two X72500 trainsets - which is French second-
hand rolling-stock - to the workshops of ACC M, a manufacturer based in 
Clermont-Ferrand. These trainsets will initially be audited to optimise the 
specifications and refine the refurbishment schedule. However, the launch date of 
the Bordeaux-Lyon passenger service remains conditional on the finalisation of the 
financing plan, which will determine the start date of the renovation of the entire 
fleet required for service's launch. 

 
1 https://www.railcoop.fr/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/cp-railcoop-30-mars-2022.pdf  
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